
Changing Seas on WXEL 2nd quarter 2022

04/04/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #901 
THE FUTURE OF SEAFOOD
It is estimated there will be two billion more people on the planet by mid-century. To 
feed this booming world population, more fish will need to be farmed than ever before. 
One way to increase fish production in a sustainable way is to move aquaculture 
operations offshore – where there is plenty of available space and strong currents flush 
out the pens to avoid polluting sensitive ecosystems.

04/05/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1003
LORDS OF THE WETLANDS
While American crocodiles are recovering in parts of their range, their future looks bleak 
in Jamaica. Habitat loss and poaching for meat have led to a drastic decline in the 
population. Dedicated scientists and conservationists are working to save the species 
through research, education, and conservation initiatives.

04/11/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #902
TOXIC ALGAE: COMPLEX SOURCES AND SOLUTIONS
Lake Okeechobee was once the blue heart of Florida, pumping fresh water down to the 
Everglades and beyond.  But now that a dike and canal system control its flow, water 
releases from the lake periodically create putrid mats of blue green algae. Scientists 
think water pollution is to blame, and if something isn’t done about it there could 
be irreparable damage to the environment, the local economy and people’s health.

04/12/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1004
FISHING THE FLATS FOR SCIENCE
Flats fishing is popular with recreational anglers in the Caribbean and the Florida Keys. 
But until recently, little was known about tarpon, bonefish and permit – the species most 
coveted by sports fishermen. Now scientists are studying the fish to better understand 
their movements, habitat, and spawning behaviors. 

04/18/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #903
THE FATE OF CARBON
For millennia, the exchange of CO2 between the oceans and atmosphere has been in 
balance. Now, with more anthropogenic carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, the oceans 
are taking up more CO2   as well. This additional CO2 is negatively impacting sensitive 
ecosystems through a process called ocean acidification, and scientists worry how 
changes to the ocean environment will affect the way carbon is cycled through the seas.

04/19/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1101
THE CORDELL BANK: A NATIONAL TREASURE
California’s north-central coast is famous for its natural splendor. Only fifty miles 
northwest of San Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge lies the Cordell Bank, a magical 
underwater island few people have ever heard of. Protected inside a National Marine 



Sanctuary, this oasis is an ecological hot spot for marine life - attracting birds, sea 
turtles and marine mammals from thousands of miles away.

04/20/22 01:00:00 CHANGING SEAS #903 
THE FATE OF CARBON
For millennia, the exchange of CO2 between the oceans and atmosphere has been in 
balance. Now, with more anthropogenic carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, the oceans 
are taking up more CO2   as well. This additional CO2 is negatively impacting sensitive 
ecosystems through a process called ocean acidification, and scientists worry how 
changes to the ocean environment will affect the way carbon is cycled through the seas.

04/25/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #904
MAJESTIC MANTAS
The remote Revillagigedo Archipelago off Mexico’s Pacific coast is a hotspot for giant 
mantas that interact with awe-struck scuba divers. Scientists are studying the local 
population using photo ID techniques and acoustic tags which track the movements of 
these mysterious fish. They are also conducting experiments to see if the filter-feeding 
rays are impacted negatively by microplastics, tiny pieces of toxic trash that float in the 
ocean.

04/26/22 01:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #904
MAJESTIC MANTAS
The remote Revillagigedo Archipelago off Mexico’s Pacific coast is a hotspot for giant 
mantas that interact with awe-struck scuba divers. Scientists are studying the local 
population using photo ID techniques and acoustic tags which track the movements of 
these mysterious fish. They are also conducting experiments to see if the filter-feeding 
rays are impacted negatively by microplastics, tiny pieces of toxic trash that float in the 
ocean.

04/26/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1102
TOXIC WATERS
Harmful algal blooms come in many forms, from toxic outbreaks impacting the health of 
animals and humans, to non-toxic but expansive sargassum mats devastating local 
economies and tourism. Scientists are working to understand what causes these 
blooms, how they impact us, and how we can stop them.

05/02/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1001
DOLPHINS: BREAKING THE CODE
Dr. Denise Herzing has dedicated her career to studying a community of free-ranging 
Atlantic spotted dolphins that live in the shallow, crystal clear waters of the Bahamas. 
Through non-invasive, in-water observation, she researches the animals’ social 
structure, behaviors and communication.  Now modern technology is making it possible 
to correlate the dolphins’ sounds and behavior, bringing Herzing and her collaborators 
closer to decoding dolphin communication.

05/03/22 01:00:00 CHANGING SEAS #1001



DOLPHINS: BREAKING THE CODE
Dr. Denise Herzing has dedicated her career to studying a community of free-ranging 
Atlantic spotted dolphins that live in the shallow, crystal clear waters of the Bahamas. 
Through non-invasive, in-water observation, she researches the animals’ social 
structure, behaviors and communication.  Now modern technology is making it possible 
to correlate the dolphins’ sounds and behavior, bringing Herzing and her collaborators 
closer to decoding dolphin communication.

05/03/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1103
CORALS IN CRISIS
Stony Coral Tissue Loss Disease is devastating Florida’s fragile coral reef ecosystem. 
But all hope is not lost. Dedicated scientists are working hard to find the cause of the 
disease, treat the ill and restore these cities of the sea to their former glory.

05/04/22 01:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1103
CORALS IN CRISIS
Stony Coral Tissue Loss Disease is devastating Florida’s fragile coral reef ecosystem. 
But all hope is not lost. Dedicated scientists are working hard to find the cause of the 
disease, treat the ill and restore these cities of the sea to their former glory.

05/09/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1002
CRYPTIC CRITTERS
Deep underwater, on a shipwreck near Key West, lives a tiny potential new 
threat. Being in the right place at the right time, one expert spotted it and immediately 
knew that it didn’t belong. Researchers want to know where this new species came 
from, and whether its sudden appearance spells disaster for the delicate coral reef 
ecosystem in the Florida Keys.

05/10/22 01:00:00 CHANGING SEAS #1002
CRYPTIC CRITTERS
Deep underwater, on a shipwreck near Key West, lives a tiny potential new 
threat. Being in the right place at the right time, one expert spotted it and immediately 
knew that it didn’t belong. Researchers want to know where this new species came 
from, and whether its sudden appearance spells disaster for the delicate coral reef 
ecosystem in the Florida Keys.

05/10/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1104
MYSTERY OF THE HUMPBACK WHALE SONG
Each winter, a population of humpback whales migrates to its breeding grounds in the 
Hawaiian Islands. It is here that male humpbacks perform their elaborate and haunting 
song. Experts are studying the purpose of this song and what it might tell them about 
the animals’ overall fitness.

05/16/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1003
LORDS OF THE WETLANDS



While American crocodiles are recovering in parts of their range, their future looks bleak 
in Jamaica. Habitat loss and poaching for meat have led to a drastic decline in the 
population. Dedicated scientists and conservationists are working to save the species 
through research, education, and conservation initiatives.

05/17/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1201
FLORIDAS BLUE HOLES: OASES IN THE SEA
Blue holes scattered throughout the Gulf of Mexico inspire a team of exploration 
scientists and divers who set out to uncover the mysteries of what makes them 
ecological oases.

05/23/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1004
FISHING THE FLATS FOR SCIENCE
Flats fishing is popular with recreational anglers in the Caribbean and the Florida Keys. 
But until recently, little was known about tarpon, bonefish and permit – the species most 
coveted by sports fishermen. Now scientists are studying the fish to better understand 
their movements, habitat, and spawning behaviors. 

05/24/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1202
A DECADE AFTER DEEPWATER
Ten years after the Deepwater Horizon oil rig disaster, scientists are still studying its 
devastating impacts on the Gulf of Mexico. Now they are using lessons learned to 
prepare for the next big spill.

05/30/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1101
THE CORDELL BANK: A NATIONAL TREASU
California’s north-central coast is famous for its natural splendor. Only fifty miles 
northwest of San Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge lies the Cordell Bank, a magical 
underwater island few people have ever heard of. Protected inside a National Marine 
Sanctuary, this oasis is an ecological hot spot for marine life - attracting birds, sea 
turtles and marine mammals from thousands of miles away.

05/31/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1203
PERU’S DESERT PENGUINS
Along Peru’s barren coastline seabirds reign. Among them is the adorable Humboldt 
penguin, which builds its nests in the guano of other birds. Scientists monitor local 
penguin populations and study the animals’ interactions with fisheries.

06/06/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1102
TOXIC WATERS
Harmful algal blooms come in many forms, from toxic outbreaks impacting the health of 
animals and humans, to non-toxic but expansive sargassum mats devastating local 
economies and tourism. Scientists are working to understand what causes these 
blooms, how they impact us, and how we can stop them.

06/07/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1204



AMERICAN SAMOAS RESILIENT CORAL REEFS
American Samoa is home to some of the largest corals on record. Reefs in this remote 
island paradise are thriving, while corals elsewhere are in serious decline. Scientists 
study what makes these corals more resilient than others in the wake of local and global 
stressors.

06/13/22 17:30:10 CHANGING SEAS #1103
CORALS IN CRISIS
Stony Coral Tissue Loss Disease is devastating Florida’s fragile coral reef ecosystem. 
But all hope is not lost. Dedicated scientists are working hard to find the cause of the 
disease, treat the ill and restore these cities of the sea to their former glory.

06/14/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1301
RECREATIONAL SHARK FISHING: COLLABORATING FOR CONSERVATION
Shore-based, catch and release shark fishing is a popular past time in Florida. But is it 
having a negative impact on sensitive shark populations? Scientists have teamed up 
with anglers to study the survival rates of the fish and conduct outreach on best 
practices.

06/20/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1104
MYSTERY OF THE HUMPBACK WHALE SONG
Each winter, a population of humpback whales migrates to its breeding grounds in the 
Hawaiian Islands. It is here that male humpbacks perform their elaborate and haunting 
song. Experts are studying the purpose of this song and what it might tell them about 
the animals’ overall fitness.

06/21/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1302
AT THE WATER’S EDGE: THE SALT MARSH
Along scenic coastlines in the South, waves of mesmerizing green and golden grass 
stretch to the horizon. This is the salt marsh - a part liquid, part solid landscape that is 
teeming with life. How do scientists study the salt marsh? And how resilient is it to 
climate change?

06/26/22 20:00:00 CHANGING SEAS (WPBT) #1401
VANISHING WHALES
The humpback whale population that migrates between Hawaiʻi and Alaska is 
considered a conservation success story. When sightings of the animals suddenly 
dropped, people became concerned. Scientists in both locations are trying to 
understand what happened to the whales and why.

06/26/22 20:30:00 CHANGING SEAS (WPBT) #1402
HUMPBACK HEALTH
How does the body size and overall health of humpback whales change across their 
migratory cycle? A team of researchers studying the animals, which spend part of the 
year feeding in Alaska and a few months fasting while in their Hawaiian breeding 
grounds, is making remarkable discoveries.



06/27/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1201
FLORIDAS BLUE HOLES: OASES IN THE SEA
Blue holes scattered throughout the Gulf of Mexico inspire a team of exploration 
scientists and divers who set out to uncover the mysteries of what makes them 
ecological oases.

06/28/22 17:30:00 CHANGING SEAS #1303
ALVIN: PIONEER OF THE DEEP
The deep-sea submersible Alvin has brought explorers to extraordinary places for more 
than 50 years. Now, as Alvin is poised to continue its revolutionary scientific work, a 
new set of upgrades will take it deeper than ever before. A coproduction with the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution.


